Green Footprints 2022 - Kids on the Move to COP 27

Several wishes and demands of the children

Hungary
"Teach adults to love the Earth!''
“Animals need a good life, too!”
North Macedonia, Karposh
“We don’t have a reserve planet – so
practice walking!
Netherlands
“Plastic is not so fantastic”

Austria
“I like to walk to school, cause there I can
meet my friends.”
“On my way through the park I can watch
birds and butterfies.”
Germany
“We demand a general speed limit on
highways and car-free days!”

“Don’t cut down so many trees. And if you
still cut down trees, then always plant new
ones.”
“I would like no more dark clouds of smoke
from chimneys and factories.” (Matteo)
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Statements from adults
Austria
Tadten
“Initiatives such as this campaign encourage the children to get more exercise and generate
excitement about walking to school.” (teacher)
Steinbrunn
"Parents report that the children now are more motivated to come byr bike or scooter to
kindergarten" (teacher)

Germany
Meppen
"The campaign did not only teach the students that many small acts can add up to large
results. Everyone also felt much safer in front of school, since fewer cars were on the roads
than usual!” (teacher)
Delbrück
“Once again, we were shown that children understand the whole topic much better than most
adults do. I especially liked the call to end climate-destructing warfare.” (coordinator)
Hövelhof
“The children are proud of their small contribution and we will continue to look at these
issues”
Frankfurt
“The project brought a lot of joy to all pupils and teachers. There was positive feedback at
several parents' evenings. Thank you very much for the great project and the excellent
materials.” (teacher)
Scharbeutz
“We participated for the first time and are looking forward to making the Green Fooprint
Week a permanent project in school.” (teacher)

Netherlands
Nijmegen
“One of the boys left the lights off and was very proud of himself, as this was a week in which
he also slept without a night light for the first time!.” (coordinator)
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